CUSTOMER OVERVIEW
A technology-driven, corrugated packaging company
with a focus on high-quality corrugated solutions

CASE STUDY

for customized packaging needs since 1990. It has

Netlink brings
retail business to
life for a leading
packaging
manufacturer

five state-of-the-art plants producing corrugated boxes,
point of sale material, shelf-ready, and high graphic
packaging. The company, with its advanced facilities,
meets a wide range of corrugated packaging,
with a capacity of approximately 420,000
tonnes per annum.

CHALLENGE
The largest corrugated supplier in Middle East and North Africa had legacy web applications built from aging
technology and computing environments with limited access to requisite vital functionalities. This disparate
IT infrastructure resulted in a platform that was not robust, scalable, or extensible and was unable to support
a go-forward business initiative aligned with real-time product and cross-channel integration. The packaging
company aimed to have a solution that delivers an unparalleled experience to its customers. It also required
an application to build its brand image for retail packaging products. They sought after an interface as the
additional flow of user attraction as well as the way to increase brand awareness.

SOLUTION
Netlink partnered with the
packaging manufacturer to
develop a modern and
bilingual (English & Arabic)
solution using OutSystems’
low-code rapid application
development platform,
which could be accessed
using mobile and web
applications.
The solution consists of
four web applications that
exceptionally transformed
company's legacy web
application into a business
supporting a modern
application, along with
integrations to the various
back-end systems.

FEATURES

1. Customer Portal

3. Company Website

A well-designed customer portal along with the admin module,

An optimized, futuristic application, to emphasize the element

to give the customers access to services and information

of branding and to enhance the overall web experience.

they require. The portal was implemented with enhanced

The landing pages of the app clearly explains its value proposition.

security protocols - the key feature of application being

The application also features easy-to-update information such as job

order management as per their business logic.

postings, alumni programs, news & events, etc.

2. Intranet Portal

4. Retail Application

A powerful intranet portal, for the company employees,

The retail application facilitates retailers with digital ordering.

that embodies a vast range of features and functionality,

This system increases the quality and speed of service. It also

allowing the portal to serve a wide variety of purposes including:

upturns the attraction of brands for a broad range of retailers.

§ Leave management

The system gives retailers a personalized service experience

§ Loan management

where they are in control.

§ Request management

This application allows retail and corporate consumers to

§ Project management

order retail boxes online hence creating a revenue stream

§ Document management

for the IT department.

KEY INTEGRATIONS

BENEFITS

§ German manufacturing
System - CPMS

§ Improved brand value
§ Increased customer loyalty

§ ERP – Infor Baan

§ Optimized user experience through an intuitive

§ GPS
§ Artwork tracking website

and responsive interface
§ A richer set of browsing and search functionalities
§ Optimized offline sales process
§ Streamlined product and inventory management

with advanced business logic
§ Higher sales
§ Improved internal communication
§ Streamlined internal processes
§ English and Arabic language support

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
We deal with large manufacturing units and have a good production
pipeline. We thought to take it to an open market so retailers could
also benefit from packaging products that we make. Netlink, when asked
immediately, accepted this new challenge and came up with a good POC,
which we decided to move forward with. Impressed with their rapid
turnaround time!
Sr. Manager

RESULTS

15%

30%

45%

Growth in
consumer base

Reduction in maintenance
and operations cost

Increase in productivity
and customer service

Get in touch with us if you have similar challenges

Talk to our experts

